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Continue 9 Optical Parametric Amplifiers and Oscillators 

9.9 Optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (OPCPA) 
9.9.1 Temporal optimization of ultrabroadband high-energy OPCPA  
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9.9.1   Temporal optimization of ultrabroadband 
            high-energy OPCPA 

avoid/suppress parametric superfuorescence buildup in amplification chain 
 
simultaneous optimization of conversion efficiency, signal bandwidth, 
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)  
 
rule of thumb:      Δts/Δtp ranging between 0.2 to ∼0.6 
 
noise amplification leads to gain quenching 
 
“case study“ by J. Moses et al., Opt. Express 17, 5540 (2009): 
 
spatio-temporal variation of the small-signal gain 
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trade-off between conversion efficiency and bandwidth 

chirping seed influences 
optimum chirp depends on  G0 (different in each stage!)  
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SNR degradation due to superfluorescence buildup 

amplifier seeded by both signal and quantum noise 
signal gain ≠ noise gain 
 
initial quantum noise is stationary, i.e., seed fluctuations of all 
frequencies are present at all times 
→phase-matched quantum noise is available at all times 

 
noise gain profile is like the signal gain profile of an unchirped, 
phase-matched amplifier, with Δk = 0, at all times 
 
local gain of signal and noise photons are different 
 
noise temporal gain profile is determined solely by local pump 
intensity, while signal temporal gain profile is determined 
by both local pump intensity and Δk(t) 
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J. Moses et al., Opt. Express 17, 5540 (2009)     (details in manuscript) 
 
modelling of  2.1-µm OPCPA in 
  
J. Moses et al., Opt. Lett. 34, 1639 (2009)     (discussed later!) 
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(i) amplified bandwidth decreases with increasing seed pulse duration, due to the 
progressively lower gain experienced by the wings of the spectrum  

(ii) for each seed pulse duration there is an optimum peak intensity that guarantees the 
highest efficiency [squares in (a)] (higher intensities induce back-conversion at the 
peak of the pump pulse that exceeds additional conversion at the wings)  

(iii) as seed duration is increased, the maximum possible conversion efficiency increases  
(iv) for a given seed duration, as the amplifier reaches maximum conversion the bandwidth 

increases with intensity due to saturation of gain at the center of the pulse and 
preferential amplification at the wings. 
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numerical result                experiment 
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Conclusions: 
 

1. simultaneous amplification of signal and background superfluorescence  
can be treated as simultaneous chirped-pulse and non-chirped-pulse 
amplification, respectively. Instantaneous signal amplification is sensitive 
both to the local pump intensity and instantaneous wavevector mismatch, 
whereas the instantaneous noise amplification is sensitive to only the local 
pump intensity. 

 
2. crucially important parameter: Δts/Δtp                                                       as 
seed chirp increases, the maximum conversion efficiency increases, the 
amplifier bandwidth decreases, and the SNR increases. A small sacrifice in 
effective amplifier bandwidth relative to the full phase-matching bandwidth of 
the amplifier can significantly improve the SNR 

 
3. optimal optimum Δts/Δtp depends on gain. 
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Practical consequences for OPCPA design: 
high-gain parametric amplifier is often split into two or more stages:      
pre-amplification: high gain 
power (‘booster’) amplification: relatively low gain                             
as peak gain decreases, both maximum achievable conversion efficiency and 
maximum achievable efficiency-bandwidth product increase. Therefore, by 
placing most of the gain in a pre-amplifier stage, and only 102 gain or lower in 
the final stage, the final peak power of the amplifier can be maximized. 
 
optimize the signal chirp in each stage!!! 
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9.10     Passive CEP-stabilization in parametric               
            amplifiers 
9.10.1  Active versus passive CEP-locking 
 
Active carrier-envelope phase locking 

pulse train emitted from  
mode-locked oscillator 

femtosecond frequency comb 
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1. Measure νCEO by a nonlinear interferometer  
2. Stabilize νCEO by an active high-bandwidth feedback on the laser oscillator 
    (fast loop) to ν∗CEO 
3. Pick pulses at the integer fraction of ν∗CEO 
4. After amplification, measure CEP φ of pulses by a single-shot nonlinear 
    interferometer and use an additional feedback loop (slow loop) to correct for  
    fluctuations induced by the amplification process (and optionally external  
    spectral broadening, e.g., in a hollow-core fiber compressor) and lock CEP to φ∗. 

Active CEP-stabilization of chirped-pulse amplifier 
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Phase sum rules of nonlinear processes 
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Passive stabilization of the CEP 
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Passive stabilization of the CEP 
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Passive stabilization of the CEP 
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9.10.2 Generation of CEP-stable pulses from an OPA 

’phase-repeating 
OPA’  

CEP-stable idler  

CEP-stable idler  
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CEP-stable pulses from a visible NOPA 

A. Baltuška, T. Fuji, and T. Kobayashi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 133901 (2002) 34 



A. Baltuška, T. Fuji, and T. Kobayashi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 133901 (2002) 35 



CEP-stable ultrabroadband pulses from cascaded OPAs 

C. Manzoni et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 90, 171111 (2007) 36 



CEP-stable ultrabroadband pulses from cascaded OPAs 

C. Manzoni et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 90, 171111 (2007) 37 



CEP-stable ultrabroadband pulses from cascaded OPAs 

C. Manzoni et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 90, 171111 (2007) 38 
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